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Transcript from a recording by George EL Carter in the mid 1960’s 

talking to Leslie Hitchings about his family and the Carter Estate. 
 

 

Well, I'll begin with my grandfather (Alfred Augustus Carter  1831-1907). He had 

considerable trouble in his life ......  dispute….. throughout his life when a book was 

missing, and the consequent trouble in the town was nearly as bad, as it were, between 

the Montagues and the Capulets, and it wasn't till he was nearly at his death's door that 

the book was found in someone else's store. ( " He was pretty ancient, I think."  " He 

was." ) Of course, my father always believed in his father and he took an active part in 

the feud.  

 

The thing about Alfred Augustus Carter was as a young man he was very clever at 

book-keeping and he was in partnership with Redway in the West African oil trade 

and Redway  was no ................ manager, and so there were a number of boats run by 

Redway and Carter with the West Coast. My grandfather soon saw that there was no 

real future and stepped out of the partnership.  In addition to his shipping agencies, 

Redway had considerable interests in a brickyard at the back of Danby Terrace. In 

fact, he owned it. However, my grandfather owned all the patent rights to the Hoffman 

circular kiln - and they were famous- and Redway decided to carry on by himself. 

 

I might mention it was while the partnership was persisting that Exe View Terrace in 

Exeter Road was built. All the …... from the marshes and the river had been ........... to 

the railway station development on the sea front, but the position wasn't good. They 

couldn't sell the houses. They were too expensive to build .and in those days three 

thousand pounds was a considerable amount. They lost £3,000. They wrote it off on 

the construction of Exe View Terrace and number 1 and number 2 were actually 

occupied as offices by Redway and Carter Trading to the West Coast. 

 

When my father (John Carter 1862-1936) was a boy he was just as clever as his father 

and in fact he was installed at the Carter Agency assisting as managing clerk in Exe 

View Terrace but the Carters separated entirely from Redway and in the division of 

property. Alfred Augustus Carter held a number of buildings at the top of Rolle St, 

villas just built with their own bricks from their own brickyard.so Redway carried on 

and, ultimately, he went bust for a second time and my grandfather had all the 

properties subject to the feud which I was talking about. 

 

The result was John Carter decided to strike out on his own and use his father and 

brothers as support providing them with work in a time when it was difficult to get 

work and he founded the Carter Steamship Co. That’s why they called themselves 

Carter Brothers and Co -  my  father, his brother Harry were the principal ones, and 

my grand mother/ father, but everything was practically run by my father, and the 

coasting trade was really much too difficult to run from a small office in Exmouth and 

it just carried on …. a nuisance to everyone, hard work and no great profit,   and 
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meanwhile JC who was very much a speculator bought the whole of the marshes, on a 

promise to pay, from Samuel Hull who was rather hard up ..........heir….....His 

problems arose from the fact that his mother with an annuity charged on the family 

property, lived to an age far beyond that of ninety years and in the end , there again, 

my father helped him out by advising him to take out a life insurance policy on a 

single premium payment. At that age her life was 2 years certain but she lived 5 years 

afterwards, so Hull never forgot my father's good advice. 

 

JC bought all the marshes. It all wanted filling up. It was all let out to other people for 

grazing or for farming and of course my grandfather wanted to start building He had to 

have a considerable area in hand in order that the horses and carts could get in to do 

the filling. There were no motors of any kind in those days, this was in 1896. 

Leslie : Had the railway been built then ? "Oh yes". In fact, the railway became his 

best customers after he built the houses because they cut themselves a door-way in the 

station. and all the people working on railway could get houses to rent within one 

minute's walk of the station. 

  

Meanwhile John Carter as soon as he was on his own feet started building in 

Withycombe. There was a long strip of land up there between the road and the brook 

which nobody seemed to want and in fact I believe there were no building byelaws  in 

those days and there was great commotion when he started building, the land belonged 

to a man called Beavis, and Beavis owned the Country House Inn .And in the course 

of building all these properties, my father had thirteen plots of land , he built 13 

houses on them - and Beavis had the remainder which I  think it was 21.  I remember 

counting them 21, or 8 more than my father had, and the Country House Inn was 

rebuilt also. It is still there and was in the Beavis hands for 30 years after that. 

 

After building in Withycombe, that was in 1887, Jubilee Year, he turned his attention 

then to a small derelict sandpit in Exeter Road where he built 6 houses and offices and 

then  North St, a piece of land that came fronting back or backing back onto the same 

sandpit. He built 3 houses there. He used one as a residence and an office. That was in 

1889 and you can still see that date marked out in white brick on end of the last house 

on the North face.  

 

Then he began to get in touch, as I said, with the Hull family and bought a big piece of 

land in an off-shoot of what is now New North Rd and, on that land, he was able to 

build stables and workshops for himself and a number of houses - 7 or 8 I think for 

living. The site all more or less had to be reclaimed but Hull had built the road across 

the marshes and my father built all those houses. He borrowed money. As he 

proceeded with his building, and this material, he had an advance from somebody and 

an advance from someone else. A chap called Lacey provided most of the money. 

When the houses were finished, of course they were mortgaged for a handsome sum, 

all the debts were cleared, and cost nobody anything All the mortgage money was first 
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of all borrowed from somebody and ultimately repaid to them. The net cost to John 

Carter was nothing. 

 

That was on the South side of New North Rd. Then on the North side from there right 

out to the brickworks right out to the far end was all open country.  

Leslie: The brick work you mean, the one now beyond Carter Ave? " That's right"  

It was all open country, the whole place, and probably my earliest recollection is about 

1890 when the schools were built on the Exeter Road corner of New North Road.  I 

can still see them dipping the bricks into buckets of boiling tar so that they could get 

what you might consider as some element of colour and create a decorative effect. 

You can still see some black bricks in one course there now. It was purely the tar. I 

can just remember those buildings. That was about 1890. 

Leslie: Was the church there then?  "No not until 1900 or later. " 

Well, now JC began down at the bottom end of New North Road, overlooking the 

railway, and he was at times somewhat headstrong, but he had to get rid of his tenant. I 

believe on one occasion there was pitch-battle down there between the people who 

wanted to work and the people who wanted to graze horses. 

  

However, that was all settled and the work proceeded and  ................John gave/paid 

himself and Hull was paid somewhere about £25 for each plot of land , or it perhaps it 

was £5, I haven't looked it up. But once the sewers were laid, and the roads roughed 

out and the land eventually brought under control from building, each plot could be 

mortgaged for £50. So by mortgaging a dozen empty plots, he could get enough 

money to build 2 or 3 houses, and then those houses could be mortgaged and the 

original £50 mortgage ............capital project .....could have their security shifted to the 

next lot of building plots and then that money was then taken to pay Hull for the 

agricultural value of the land. So, the whole thing was like a big snowball, and of 

course if you could sell houses, it could be a very interesting snowball.  John Carter 

had the great foresight to take from Hull title deeds for each separate plot. It was a bit 

expensive compared to taking out a conveyance as a whole but it was so perfectly 

simple when it came to mortgaging and identifying houses and property and keeping 

the titles absolutely for whoever was interested in the freehold.  

 

The awful snag was of course he couldn't sell the houses. The money didn't pay for the 

houses. A large number of builders in Exeter who tried to work on somewhat similar 

lines went bust. In fact he used to say that of the small pool of small builders in 

Exeter, everyone went bust. They couldn't carry on. They couldn't finance it. There 

was a kind of Building Society in the town called the Star and Bowkett Building 

Society, but then their funds were strictly limited. It was more in the nature of a co-

operative society; it had an element of gambling in the distribution of the money. Lots 

had to be drawn and of course there was always this little feud in the background 

which came out of the society book because there was a fission among the directors of 

the Building Society and one would be on one side and one would be on the other. 
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Of course, my grandfather was in the society; he was the secretary and kept the most 

meticulous account for 6d. a week. Unfortunately, I destroyed all those records. 

Leslie: The box is still there. 

 John Carter was a member. I believe I have his share. I always used to talk about my 

share but as I never spent a penny towards it, (I'd have been only a small child), I'm 

afraid it was all very Castles in Spain.  It evaporated.   But John Carter was a member, 

and he was a very keen server and if anybody got a draw, that's to say the lot allowed 

them to draw some money out, he was usually perfectly willing to give them a pound 

or two for the privilege of taking and benefitting in the draw.  

 

In fact in one case where a man actually bought his own house in New St, he ( JC ?)   

bought the house and the land and it was on our hands for 40 or 50 years He kept a 

tenant and managed to sell it to the tenant in the end. And then they started to go to 

prison, so that was the end of that. I won't mention the name.   

 

In the meanwhile, John Carter was getting money where he could and when he could 

and he was getting   labour where he could and when he could. He had started a coal 

business in the town to give him some ready cash, and of course he had to keep horses 

and carts for that. He started a steamship running, the SS Beaver, and when that had to 

be unloaded, a horse and cart had to go down there, and so generally speaking he was 

the centre of a considerable amount of activity.  

 

But the thing didn't always go quite right. To begin with, the original intention was to 

run steamers from London to Exeter via the canal and there was no steamer in those 

days available that was narrow enough to go through the locks. It's only since the last 

war that they have been constructing ships especially for the locks. And they now go 

through with a clearance of about one inch on each side. The trouble was to get the 

cargo capacity to make it worth running. So you see the Beaver and later the Rook 

never fulfilled the original intention of sea transport to Exeter which would have been 

very admirable, if they could have done it. 

 

So they had to run round the rest of England Voyages to London with road metal, 

voyages to Dublin with malted barley for Guinness' Brewery, Cornwall to fetch the 

china clay, anything that they could get to keep the steamer running. And all the time 

the building was going on. I can remember my grandfather used to come out and say 

to his son " John, don't do it."  He was so afraid he would be over-reaching himself.  

 

Once or twice, he had a nasty knock. The question of the Brickwork Company on 

Carter Ave.  They'd run a pipe out into the brook, and they were taking water from the 

brook to keep their engines running. The question was whether this pipe crossed the 

land which Hull had sold to Carter or not. I don't know what the truth of the matter 

was. But the brick company lost their case. And John Carter was hoping that if they 

lost their case, he would step into the position of the Brick Company, but the Brick 

Company felt other wise. They declared themselves bankrupt.  And so, going through 
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the bankruptcy court, all the assets were sold.  And in the meanwhile, the manager of 

the brick company who bamboozled my father, left him holding seven thousand 

pounds worth of   dud cheques, which we still have in the black box here. 

 

A few years ago, I came across the son of this manager, Bill Osmond.  He'd been a 

commercial traveller. In fact, he'd been a kiln builder all around the world at one stage. 

Then he was permanent engineer for the co-op on their brickworks, but when he came 

and settled in Exmouth, I had the wonderful idea of asking him whether he'd like to 

clear his father's name by buying all these cheques from me.  I'd have let him have 

them for £5; in fact, I'd have given away the £5. But he always looked such a poor 

miserable fellow, and I didn't feel poor and miserable like that. I thought I'd keep the 

cheques. 

 

They came in very useful once, because Col. Edward Carter and a builder called 

Greenaway were having a great discussion on the kerb near the bank in Exmouth and I 

drifted along, and they were talking about John Carter. And one of them said it was an 

awful job to get money out of John Carter. Just then l was coming along, I said " Yes, 

it's always a job, but I've got £10,000 worth of dud cheques in my black box at home if 

you would like to see them," and people were intrigued about them, and this story 

went through as one of the local builders had gone bust.  In the same way as I said 

"All these small builders are going bust" Greenaway went bust several times. I know 

that. I don't think I 've got any of Greenaway's cheques there. I haven't. A lot of the 

cheques I destroyed, but I've kept some and I've told M D and Bellamy. That was the 

only matter of conversation. If you were owed £10,000 by John Carter, you would 

hardly expect to get it out of him very quickly, however solvent he was. He was 

always solvent.    

 

It was simply a question of question of cash and the brickworks. It was a very bad 

foundation for a young man. However, there it was, so meanwhile the building went 

on and the feud went on. There was constant trouble between George Ellett/Yelland, 

the chairman of the Dock Company and some very prominent names. There was 

always a feud; he had very big trouble with them, because if the steamer went into the 

docks, they were working the donkey boiler, and they had to keep steam up for a little 

team to unload the ship, the fire being so low, because if you put a bit of coal on, it 

was bound to give off smoke, smoking out everybody obviously. Every conceivable 

obstacle was put in the way of my grandfather and my father.  

 

In fact, the original plans for the big development of the houses, that was in '58, the 

original plans were never passed by the Council. When the plans were put in for 

sanction, one of the local builders, (he went bust in the end), he was of the view the 

plan will never be carried out.  Well of course, after one month, under the Public 

Health act, the plan passed itself.  In the absence of any sanction, or any refusal, the 

plans would just pass themselves, and not only did they make that mistake then, they 

were hopelessly inefficient, but on a later occasion when the railways took a big slice 
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across the land and all the plans had to be re-drawn to accommodate themselves to the 

curve of the railway bank, there again they never passed the plan and the plans passed 

themselves. 

 

Again, at Carter Ave, a third time. In fact, when the plans for Carter Ave went in, they 

refused to sanction a waterway. They thought they'd stop all the building that way. 

Although the plan included the building of a bridge and the surveyor knew what the 

position was and actually built the bridge with a 12" main to carry the water. The 

bridge was.... reinforced concrete.... all filled in, but the council would not sanction the 

water. That was of course at a fairly late date and by that time I was more or less 

interested in helping my father, I said " What right do they ...........,"but considering 

they'd bought the water undertaking from a private company, they were strictly 

governed by the terms of the general waterworks. clause or act or whatever it was 

called from 1848. It was more of a regulation and if other regulations applied then 

these regulations applied, that was the gist of it, and one of the regulations was that 

every householder is entitled to water from the nearest public main. 

 

 Well after they refused to sanction a new main to go up Carter Ave, the nearest public 

main was just across from the back of the houses, across a brook, and from a 3" main 

on a parallel road, which was supplying water to the brickworks. It was a rising main 

for 3 or 400 hundred yards, then a falling main. So my father served a notice on them 

to give him water within 48 hours from this rising main for each of these houses, and 

there were about 6 houses by that time built, and these connections came across from 

the high ground of the back road over the brook and discharged into the bottom of the 

house. He didn't mind the pipes not being buried at that time because he was certain 

the Council would climb down. And there was no water left to go up to the 

brickworks.   They sanctioned the other connection subsequently like they should have 

done in the first place from the front. 

 

"Well, I don't know what else there is to say"  

 

Alfred Augustus Carter of course was relying on his incomes from the houses he'd got 

in Rolle St. He was alright.  My father's second brother Henry, he became skipper of 

the steamship company, and two other uncles in succession became engineers, until 

they went abroad.  and became seamen and so on …...    but the thing that put the 

spoke in everything was the outbreak of the 1st World War. 1910 was made more 

difficult by one or two misfortunes. There was a coal merchant here called Southwell, 

who usually took a half share in the cargo of a steamer which brought the coal to 

Exmouth, and he became very short of money. The bank required him to get 

guarantees from two people and George Ellett ? the Chairman of the dock Company, 

and my father guaranteed him. George Ellett ? was a very slippery customer, most 

unreliable, and secretly withdrew his guarantee, and left my father holding the baby 

for about £1100 or £1200.  And Southwell knew what he'd done in arranging for the 

reduction in the guarantee as against my father and committed suicide. Still, the 
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money had to be found somehow and there was another financial tragedy on the 

brickworks at the end of the Mudbank where, hoping he would get control my father 

had backed Osmond's bills for a matter of £4-£5,000 but Osmond .............the whole 

matter by declaring himself bankrupt and disappearing. We still have Osmond's bills 

in the black box.  Leslie: Oh Yes, you mentioned that before.  

 

John Carter was troubled of £15,000 probably on one business side and the war 

looming up on the other. I say looming up because just then my brother, (Alfred John 

Carter 1888-1917) my first brother was leaving school, West Buckland, and he 

wanted to do the same as my father and start a building enterprise. He took a number 

of contracts, Bristol and Sidmouth, much to the annoyance of my father, who thought 

he might very well take a share in the land which he’d contracted to buy from Hull in 

Exmouth, and ultimately, having probably lost money on his contract, he decided to 

come over and join my father. This is A J Carter. A J had very grand ideas and with 

one or two other bright sparks in the town, started working on the stock exchange in 

addition to their other business. And, in fact, there was such heavy liabilities on this 

joint account of speculation, that A J Carter helped himself to the what I might call the 

Carter and Carter money - family money - because soon after the outbreak of war, the 

Rook was sold at a very handsome figure. The money was placed in the bank, and yet, 

when A J Carter was called up it was found that there was no money in the bank. Well, 

that left John Carter in a very difficult position, and when A J Carter was blown to 

pieces on active service, the whole position was very problematical. In 1915 or 1916. 

John Carter himself was struck down with some grave bodily illness, from which he 

should never really have recovered, although he lasted another 15 years. 

 

But when things settled at the end of the war, and part of the "Trebblain " settlement 

had been that a moratorium was declared on all stock exchange transactions and 

anybody who was nursing a feeble baby couldn't pass the buck in the sales ; they had 

to hang on to it and keep it and count their losses every fortnight. Well J C decided to 

prove A J 's will for a positive amount of the freehold of such lands as he had without 

reducing overall values at all and without proving any of his debt, either personal or as 

against Carter and Carter. So the will was proved for about £30,000, and it was quite 

immaterial what it was proved for, owing to the death being on active service, no 

death duty was paid. In this way public and credit and everybody's name was saved, 

and old JC had to set himself to the task of getting rid of almost all of these debts. In 

those days money was worth its face value, and a debt of £20,000 of course would be 

a very serious debt for a small provincial builder. 

 

However, everything proceeded steadily, and by meeting the liabilities as they cropped 

up, and by steady reduction of liabilities, the estates were generally cleared. At the 

same time, J C in order to defeat both the incidence/ intragence ? of the debt and  the 

incidence/ intragence  of the Rent Act, decided that the harder  he built and let out the 

new houses at new rents which would be uncontrolled, so he would be able to 

overcome the disability of his controlled houses. 
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There were at that time about 150 houses controlled at pre-1919 rents. and he carried 

on the good work. H S Carter, my second brother who had run away from home 

during the war to join the forces, he nearly didn't come back. He went over the top 

twice and was shot to pieces once almost by shrapnel and kept in some iron lung 

machine for some time, while he pulled around. He came back and took charge of 

business. In those days he was a very good businessman, and a very good cricketer, 

and he worked at high speed. 

 

John Carter was more or less disabled physically. He could get about slowly, and did 

get about, but building proceeded at such a rate that the mortgage debt mounted 

enormously at a very rapid rate which curiously enough didn't frighten the banks. 

There wasn't much overdraft at the bank, but there was of course a very big total 

mortgage on all the houses as they were built. The figures are available but more or 

less immaterial now and everybody worked steadily to one end and suddenly found 

their hands tied.  

 

Now first of all, the first little bond shackled on the wrist was the Hartree crash.  The 

result of the Hartree crash was that a number of the houses that were being built in 

Budleigh Salterton for the wage-earning class became empty. People who had had 

gardeners full-time could now only afford them a day or two and so some of the 

gardeners became redundant. They had to go away and look for work elsewhere. At 

any rate, a considerable number of houses in Budleigh - a large number - became 

empty and the rents had to be reduced. 

  

Now a similar thing happened in Exmouth, not so much with the houses becoming 

empty at first, but the continual crisis in view of the war which was approaching was 

such that trade was languishing and although John Carter continued to build houses 

right up to the outbreak - he died actually before the outbreak of war- right up to the 

date of his death, although he continued to build those houses, a large number of them 

stayed empty. And what was worse, the local urban district Council built a colony of 

houses in what was then an unpopular area, at the top end of Withycombe, people 

would not go there to pay a rent, and the Council imbeciles actually canvassed our 

tenants offering them houses up there at half a crown a week, just to get them up there. 

Well, half a crown a week of course was ridiculous, and a lot of people jumped at it. 

Well, what with Budleigh and Exmouth together, there were almost about 50 houses 

empty at the time when John Carter died.  

 

Of course, the capital value of the estate was very high, the total amount of good rent 

was substantial, but the death duties, the total number which weren't resulted in the 

assessed duty being on a comparatively low level. And I might mention that the 1919 

rate at about 5 or 6 pence for 6 shillings was estimated for death duties as about £140, 

capital value, Well, John Carter died and under his will my brother H S Carter and 

myself were the Trustees and we were empowered to carry on exactly what John 
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Carter had been doing, in other words, build, buy land, raise money by mortgage, sell 

houses and generally speaking,  deal in real estate only, not to indulge in any outside 

business. 

 

And there, my brother and I decided to set ourselves to reducing the capital debt. At 

that time, it was about £150,000. We had to increase a certain amount of indebtedness, 

because we had several houses to finish off, and although by 1943 we had reduced 

some of the calcule (reckoning) considerably; the total debt which had accrued  

mortgages  more or less ? at the date of my brother's death was about £160,000. That's 

inclusive of everything. Of course, for a period of 4 or 5 years it was quite impossible 

to sell houses owing to the war. We were shot up by enemy action on 3 separate 

occasions in Exmouth and, I think, twice in Budleigh Salterton.   One of the bombs 

landed fair and square on some of our properties.  On the whole it was very 

disheartening, and I rather think it really pushed my brother over the deep end. He 

simply submerged himself and died. Well, that left me with everything.  I had to do 

what I could, and I decided that the only proper thing to do was to reduce the mortgage 

debt.  

 

And every excuse for paying off a person if I had the money, every excuse for ......ing  

.....  either if I didn't like a solicitor or I didn't like them, or they weren't related, a 

stranger as you might say in the blood. People who had had the mortgages for a long 

time, I kept on, as long as I could. The Exeter City Mission had a mortgage with us for 

upwards of fifty years and old Mrs Broom in Exeter, some publican's widow I think 

she was, and a number of farmers, farmers' relations, that my father had known 

personally. I didn't hurry to pay them off , but where there was a slick solicitor ( I 

won't mention any names), I had no mercy on them, I went to the bank several times 

and borrowed capital sums undertaking to repay them in 3 or 6 months, whatever I 

thought I could do, and that enabled me to pay off  substantial blocks of mortgage.  

Some people I recognised as being actual crooks really, when they were driven to it. 

The Exeter Benefit Building Society was one of them.  I paid them off with one lump 

sum. 

 

Of course, I was very proud of being able to do this, because, when I first took the 

reins, we had an overdraft at the bank of about £6,000 or £7,000 - I've forgotten, - at 

any rate the manager said to me. " My directors will lend you no more money." Well, 

the answer was perfectly simple, I hadn't asked for it, but I paid off that overdraft 

within 18 months, simply by paying in everything that I could. And when I asked the 

bank manager for my deeds, he said " You're not taking away your account? " and I 

said " No, I don't owe you anything and I want my deeds."  So that was that, and then I 

proceeded to work off several solicitors, one after the other. And then of course there 

was the question of death duties on H S Carter Estate. They were ultimately assessed 

at a figure of £4,000. Well, I hadn't got £4,000 free so I asked the bank what they 

would do. Nobody would reply for 2 months. And the Estate Duty Bureau began to get 

restless. Then I arranged with the Caledonian to lend me the money, if the bank didn't 
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do it, and I told the bank that I would go elsewhere if they wouldn't. They must reply. 

He said " Wait 2 days " I waited 2 days and the reply came, "You can have the 

money".  And I said, " Well, what about security?" "  My director said nothing about 

security."  

 

So I had £4,000 without any security after less than 2 years - it meant our credit had 

gone to that position.  And of course, a very important consideration was every 

property was mortgaged. And if you can pay off 2 mortgages out of one sale, you're 

not doing badly from the public point of view. I'm not talking about the nowadays 

when values are all over the place, I'm talking about then, when we didn't know what 

was going to happen. What I anticipated was, there would be a phenomenal growth of 

dwelling houses, and if we weren't careful, we should be getting back to the position 

of having a number empty on our hands. Don't forget they were all war-shocked; every 

single house, I think, had some form of war shock. At any rate, that didn't happen, so 

far as the public was concerned   there was either these monstrous mammoth 

reinforced concrete structures mainly for pretentious offices or very expensive flats, 

and so the price of small houses is now increasing and steadily increasing and 

increasing rather more because of the added valuation of the pound. 

 

And so far we have after 25 years, we suspect we have got rid of the whole of that 

£150,000 of debt. We have invested in fluid securities upwards of …...  invested as in 

current account, we have fluid assets of somewhere about £60,000. We paid every 

single bill, every annuity, every legacy, and every wad of income tax. And of course, I 

still have to pay some darned capital account of war damage contribution and we had 

to pay solicitors quite handsomely over the whole period for their work, their 

assistance, so generally speaking we can say that we look back on the whole period as 

a period of winding up profitably. 

 

Of course, we had to wind up, there was nobody else to come on afterwards, except 

possibly grandchildren, and that is skipping a generation for management. There was 

no point in trying to keep the thing going. We had to sell houses when we were debts 

in possession or even when we could find a willing purchaser.  And, of course, in the 

nature of things the sales were very sporadic and that meant that we simply had to 

keep on selling. However, if anybody was to walk around now and think back twenty-

five years I think he would see several hundred houses which are, generally speaking, 

a credit to the people who are living there. They worked their .......colours….. .  houses 

that we've sold, where the people have applied their own colours. If any of our tenants 

want any particular colour for their house,  well , we're glad to help and, I say, you 

stand down the middle and look around, and I think you will agree that there is an 

element of cheerfulness there which you don't find in many council estates. The 

council estates are somewhat diffuse, somewhat ghastly, and somewhat distanced from 

the main centres of life.  Now I don't think anymore than this ... 
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Leslie: Let's have a few details on the more personal side of things.  
  

So far as I'm concerned personally, I was at school until 1904, then I went to Oxford 

for three years, reading history, and then I had a year reading geography, and then 

because of a profession I applied to the Indian Civil Service. I left the school of 

geography and went to a crammer in London. Here I crammed two or three other 

honour school subjects and being examined in the ITS - the public examination, I 

came out cogent on the whole list with top marks in 3 subjects, three papers. Well, that 

was wonderful, then there was a year at Oxford again, and in 1909 I went to India. 

 

I was posted to Bombay and spent two years and a half in the Arma mega district near 

Poona. It was usually in desert conditions, really very little work to do, and there was 

no real system of training you for the work that you were going to be doing. You were 

supposed to be able to train yourself, which didn't work very well I didn't think on the 

whole. However, after 3 years of Arma maggod  nagga, that was where I met my wife, 

whose sister was married to the District Superintendant of Police, we were married 

and I was almost immediately transferred  to Sind, 

 

Leslie: When was that ...... after 3 years of Arma....? 

I was transferred to Sind, that part is now part of Pakistan, the Moor Indus valley, and 

I was put in charge of the Tatta division. 

 

 Now, Sind was really a wonderful country, every single trading land route from upper 

India came out in the Indus delta.   And you had traces of conquerors, traces of 

conquered people, legends of every single kind, ruins of every single kind, all to be 

respected merely as you walked about doing your work. There I came to a subject that 

I had always been interested in, but there I really developed a mass of anthropological 

matter for ….... It was used in subsequent publications. 

 

 After 3 years in charge of the Katta /Tatta sub-division, which included both wide 

deserts and delta plains, I was put in charge of a suspended municipality, Hydrabad, 

the Hydrabad Sind. There was a brigade of the Indian Army there, and of course there 

was a big native city of about eighty thousand people. The native city was supposed to 

have a separate administration from the cantonment, but it only in the cantonment 

which we could find a place to live in, and actually the municipality, supplied the 

cantonment with all their water. It was pumped from the Indus. Altogether, my being 

in Hydrabad meant about two years of trial and litigation, official litigation. The 

people objected to my exerting these suspended powers, and so there were a few 

scores of injunctions taken out against me. I don't know how they were severed in the 

end, because the position became almost impossible, and the government transferred 

me back to Bombay, to Atanna district and there I was put in charge of a miserable 

area where I was no earthly good and where the only really habitable parts were 

actually on the beach, or land adjoining the beach. 
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Leslie: Is this where you said you had a bungalow facing the Indian Ocean?  Yes, our 

headquarters, were in ..... my headquarters were in Bandra, but the oh no, at that time, 

when I was in charge of that district, I had no official bungalow, and I should have had 

to go back to the miserable Indian town of Tanna itself which was pretty distressing. 

 

But after about nine months, I was transferred, promoted as a self-help development 

officer and where I fairly enjoyed myself, because although I was junior, as 

development officer I corresponded direct with government, without going through the 

usual channels of  the collectors and the commissioners.  In fact, I was appointed a 

collector and that carried with it all the duties of being a district magistrate and, for a 

time of course, I just had all these powers and not too much to do.  

 

All these services of course up to that had been during the war-time but without being 

on active service, although when I was in Sind, we had to join the Sind Rifles, and of 

course being recruited to the Sind Rifles, we had to learn to shoot, and of course I 

could already shoot, but the military didn't take that as any excuse, they said" You do 

what you are told, Here's a 2.2 gun, you will learn to shoot." And I shot a trial round 

and do you know, believe it or not, there was only one hole in the paper. All the 

bullets had gone through the same hole. I was really a marksman on the range but 

what defeated me was battle fire at nine hundred yards, which is rather a strain.  

 

Well, in Bombay we were just getting the aftermath of the war, there were a hundred 

thousand people without any homes to live in, and from the general tone of affairs, I 

guessed the Government was going to extend Bombay by developing the summa, that 

is to say the island of Salsette  of which I was the development officer.  I was told 

officially to go ahead Moses fashion, but before several months I had orders to acquire 

the whole of the island of Chombay without telling anybody, and to select 4 

development areas on the island of Salcette.  And having published the notification in 

the journals and gazettes, I was immediately appointed Expedition Officer, in addition 

to all my other duties, which included court of wars and births and marriages and 

deaths, magisterial work of all kinds. I had two separate offices, one in Bombay and 

one in Bandra. I went from one to the other.  Of course, in the meanwhile, we had a 

very nice house, for India, a very nice house in Bandra, right on the seashore, with 

nothing between us and the South Pole, except the equator. Well there it was, I had six 

personal assistants, which seemed almost incredible but there we were. They all had to 

work under my general instructions, and I had to be responsible for everything that 

was done. And for three years I slaved, I used to work about 12 hours a day, under 

tropical conditions, for very nearly three years and finally, the government wanted to 

reprove me for doing something in a hurry, which affected a friend of a native member 

of Council. Now I pointed out that the interval between two particular dates which 

were supposed to prove haste in action, were between the October of one year and the 

November of the next year. In other words, in 13 months there was no undue haste and 

therefore the man ought to have settled his dispute with government within that time 

and when I was bringing this to the attention of the government they said "Well, if 
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there isn't one fault there must be another" and I said at that stage, we'd part company. 

And we parted company. Every week as district magistrate I had to make a report to 

government like all other district magistrates, of general state of affairs, or any 

particular state of affairs, in the district, and in the course of these weekly letters, I had 

reported to government each of the native members of Council.     

 

Well having reported them all and there was another case that was very bad, 

Government buying storage used as a cattle-run for sacred cows then refusing to buy 

another piece of ground where these people could stand their cattle, I sent an unofficial 

memorandum to the secretariat. Many members of councils sent papers in to be typed 

and submitted, everyone knew about the piece of land, it took two weeks to be typed. 

In the meantime, in six to nine months nothing was ever resolved. They said at the end 

of my notice I would go but it was extended another month, but the evening before I 

left a special memo came, a copy of an order that was going to be issued, that the land 

was to be given to that person, they were afraid to issue the order while I was in 

office! 

 

Family life, poor Anglo-Indian woman, wife’s mother died two days before they left 6 

pm – going to crumple – man came in to say goodbye. 

Within twelve months the Government of India decided the Government of Bombay 

was crooked, there was a petition of 2,500 to reclaim my services. They instituted a 

court of enquiry, sacked everyone they could, Governor, then in Egypt sacked, 

Churchill pressed his cause, 5 different causes of concern, still dismissed. 

 

I returned to Budleigh Salterton with my family where there happened to be a house, I 

was stranded there with very little savings. The tariff in the ICS was not raised until 

after I left. It took me two years to recover because my affairs were in such a shocking 

state. Then I was called to the Bar and finally decided it wasn’t for me. I had planned 

to go back to India as a barrister but couldn’t leave my wife and four children without 

any certainty of any money. I just hung on and I sat with my father in the Office and I 

did the donkey work on the mortgages and various things and when he died my 

brother H S Carter, who did all the business continued to do the business, all I did was 

to do the book work in the upstairs office and then he died in 1943 and I was the only 

one left. I had to take over everything including the insurance work as well. I’d never 

seen a commercial contract in my life, but I had to try and the insurance people were 

very good and they said if it goes, it goes. These commercial contracts, they had to go 

out and I didn’t know who was the most reliable, however gradually it got less as our 

demands got less.  

 

But living in Pine Hollow wasn’t altogether comfortable all those years because of the 

shortage of money and I couldn’t be making any more money under the 

circumstances. Yet the children did very well, Marjorie at Cheltenham Ladies College 

and John, he did particularly well in the Royal Engineers. Mary did quite well at 
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school but poor Ruth, I’m afraid we couldn’t do much for Ruth, we were getting to the 

end of our tether until John died. Can’t finish on that note, wouldn’t do!  

 

Extraordinary thing, I can never forget it, Ruth wouldn’t do many things, she was very 

shy and backward. At the age of nine she wouldn’t go into the Post Office until one 

day I took her in and sloped out quietly without her knowing, she was all right after 

that. And, of course, we had those big Alsatian dogs that she was terrified of. 

However, the fact of the matter was, as the war was approaching she was the one that 

wanted to learn flying, she was the one that volunteered for overseas service and 

ultimately she was the one that went back to the grindstone and trained as a nurse. So 

there you are, what we couldn’t do she did for herself and all the more credit to her for 

it.  

 

Leslie: I heard that when you came back from India, you brought a parrot on the train 

to Exeter?  

Yes, when we came from India a taxi came to meet us in Exeter, nobody had counted 

on the quantity of stuff we brought and of course with four children and all kinds of 

travelling kit and the parrot, it had belonged to my wife’s mother and been in the 

family for thirty or forty years, couldn’t leave it in India so we brought it along with us 

and an ayah and she stayed with us for about six months and when we went to see the 

Wembley Exhibition, I took the two bigger children and her, she had on her best 

clothes and a kind of scarlet skirt and a blue bodice. And Wembley being a bit 

International or British Empire they all swarmed around her, of course she couldn’t 

write, couldn’t read but she spoke English, anyway they made a great thing of her 

there. 

 

Leslie: What about Uncle Ken? He was with the Railway? 

 Yes, Ken was in the Railways in India, he was on the other side of India, we didn’t 

have a lot of contact with him in India. His wife stayed with us for six to eight months 

then she went across to Calcutta and stayed with her brother in Bihar which is where 

she must have met Ken over there. I don’t think I ever saw Ken in India, might have 

done. When we came home their son Ian came to live with us to go to school. I almost 

adopted my wife’s brother Artie’s son (Bill?) who had been killed in Afghanistan and 

then I heard that the wife, instead of coming to look after her children was gallivanting 

around Simla, maybe looking for extra allowance. 

 

  

 

There the tape stops abruptly   

 

 

 

 

 


